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Magnetic polypropylene (PP) polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) were fabricated with the reinforcing

core–shell Fe–Fe2O3 nanoparticles (NPs) synthesized by an in-situ thermal decomposition method.

Maleic anhydride functionalized PP (M-PP) with two different molecular weights (Mn ¼ 800, called

LM-PP; Mn ¼ 8000, called HM-PP) were found not only serving as surfactant to control the particle

size, but also influencing the oxidation degree of the synthesized NPs. With regular PP only, the average

nanoparticle size was 15.9 � 2.2 nm. The NPs decreased to 10.6 � 1.3 nm and 14.6 � 2.7 nm in the

presence of LM-PP and HM-PP, respectively. A surprisingly enhanced thermal stability by 117.6 �C in

air was observed due to both the oxygen trapping effect of the NPs and the polymer–particle

interaction.With only 2.4 wt% ofM-PP in the PNCs, the complex viscosity was decreased by 86% at the

frequency of 0.1 Hz. Enhanced saturated magnetization of the PNCs after introducing LM-PP

indicated that the NPs were partially protected by the LM-PP shell and less dominated by the surface

oxidation effects. The room temperature M€ossbauer spectra analysis confirmed the oxidation degree of

the NPs in each PNC and the molecular weight effect of M-PP on the restricted oxidation behavior of

the NPs was studied as well. Both LM-PP andHM-PP change the crystalline fraction (Xc) of PP slightly

(<1%) in the M-PP–PP blends. While in the PNCs, their contributions to the Xc of PP are significantly

different from each other. Specifically, LM-PP increases the Xc of PP by 6.4% and HM-PP reduces the

Xc by 10.1%. The electrical conductivity of these PNCs is also comparatively investigated.
1. Introduction

Iron group such as Fe, Co and Ni metallic nanoparticles (NPs)

with small sizes are of great interest due to their high specific

surface area, unusual magnetic properties such as large coercivity

(Hc, a criteria to distinguish hard and soft magnetic materials)1

and unique chemical catalytic properties.2 Over the past decades,

magnetic materials with various shapes, sizes and components

have been designed and demonstrated wide potential
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applications, for examples, in data storage,3 magnetic sensors,4

biomedical drug delivery5 and pharmaceutical areas.6 However,

bare metal NPs are readily oxidized upon exposure to air/mois-

ture, or even ignite spontaneously at room temperature.7 One

approach is to coat the magnetic NPs with a protective shell and

the reported shell materials include silica,8,9 polymer,10 carbon11

and noble metals.12,13 Compared to the core–shell structure, the

composite structure has demonstrated the same function as the

core–shell structure to prevent oxygen diffusion through the thin

polymer surrounding the metallic core NPs against their oxida-

tion (anticorrosive coating for metal pipes and containers).14

Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) or organic–inorganic

hybrids attain the advantages of polymers such as light weight,

easy processability and flexibility, and possess unique charac-

teristics of the inorganic materials such as high mechanical

strength, and excellent electrical, magnetic and optical proper-

ties,15,16 which are essentially different from those taken sepa-

rately or physically combined individual components. For

example, Hc of the magnetic NPs becomes larger after their

dispersion in the hosting polymer matrix.17 These PNCs have

attracted wide interest due to their diverse potential applications

in energy storage devices,18 electronics19 microwave absorbers9,20

and sensors.3 Though many synthesis methods have been
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Scheme 1 Chemical structure of the (a) LM-PP and (b) HM-PP.
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reported including solution blending,21 surface-initiated poly-

merization,22 melt blending23 and in-situ polymerization,24 there

are still two main technical challenges for obtaining high-quality

PNCs. One is the filler dispersion and the other is the polymer–

nanofiller interaction. The agglomerated NPs will cause loss of

advantageous nano-reinforcement and the obtained PNCs will

behave as conventional composites with large fillers.25 The poor

bonding between the polymer matrix and the nanofillers, or even

worse, the presence of voids will serve as crack initiating points

and cause poor mechanical properties. Particle surface treat-

ment/functionalization was normally used to improve the

dispersion quality with proper surfactants, polymers and/or

coupling agents.24,26,27 Good surface functional compatibility

with the hosting polymer will favor the local stress being trans-

ferred from the weaker polymer to the stronger nanofillers for

building high-performance structural materials.

Percolation threshold indicates the formation of long-range

connectivity in a random system. In PNCs, percolation threshold

stands for the critical value of the occupation probability that

infinite connectivity of fillers first occurs. The criteria to use

rheological characterization to evaluate percolation has been

claimed and verified by several works.28,29 Other physical

property changes of the PNCs are also observed at percolation.

For example, the barrier properties of the polymer–clay nano-

composites have been remarkably improved due to the percola-

tion of clay within the polymer matrix;30 Barrau et al. observed

glass transition temperature depression at the percolation

threshold in the carbon nanotube–epoxy resin and polypyrrole–

epoxy resin composites;31 A sharp change in mechanical

strength32 and electrical conductivity33 near the percolation

threshold has been reported. Recently, Robbes et al.34 reported

an effective method that combines SAXS and TEM to determine

the threshold of magnetic nanocomposites. This method can be

appropriately used in the PNCs with a filler loading between

0.005 and 5 vol.%. However, it cannot be used in PNCs when the

loading is beyond the range.

Polypropylene (PP), one of the most widely used thermo-

plastics with the advantages of excellent processability and low

cost,35,36 has been processed into nanocomposites in the last few

decades to improve its mechanical,25 thermal,37 crystallinity,38

and electrical properties39,40 for exterior automobile parts, fire

retardant materials and electrostatic discharge applications.

However, neat PP is well known for its non-polarity and

hydrophobicity with the specific hydrocarbon backbone struc-

tures, which exhibit poor affinity and adhesion to other materials

such as polymers and organic–inorganic fillers. One alternative

way to solve this problem is to graft polar groups, such as maleic

anhydride (MAH) on the polyolefins.41 Especially for PP, MAH

grated PP (M-PP) has the similar main backbone structure as PP

and can be used as a compatibilizer between PP and fillers to

fabricate PP composites.42 The introduced M-PP may increase

the interfacial area by creating entanglements on both sides

of the interface, which lead to an improved compatibility

between the polymer matrix and its filler. A protective M-PP

layer could reduce oxidation and enhance compatibility between

the protective layer on the particle surface and the polymer

matrix. However, there rarely is a report on the magnetic PP

nanocomposites,40 especially in the presence of the MAH grated

PP (M-PP). In this paper, M-PPs were used to illustrate their
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
effects on the in-situ thermodecomposition synthesized particles.

The effects of the molecular weight of M-PP on the physico-

chemical properties of the M-PP–PP and the nanocomposites

were investigated by selecting two different molecular weights.

The specific component and oxidation degree of the prepared

NPs were systematically characterized, including M€ossbauer

spectrum and magnetic hysteresis loops. The effects of M-PPs on

the rheological properties, crystallinity, microstructure and

thermal stability of the prepared PNCs were also presented

through rheology, differential scanning calorimetry, trans-

mission electron microscopy and thermal gravimetric analysis.

The magnetic properties of the different PNCs were also studied

and compared.
2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The isotactic polypropylene (PP) used in this study was supplied

by Total Petrochemicals USA, Inc (r¼ 0.9 g cm�3,Mn z 40 500,

Mw z 155 000, melt index z 35 g min�1). The maleic anhydride

functionalized PP (M-PP) with two different molecular weights

(LM-PP, Mn z 800, r ¼ 0.85 g cm�3; HM-PP, Mn z 8000, r ¼
0.90 g cm�3) was supplied by Baker Hughes Company. Both LM-

PP andHM-PP with a maleic anhydride group grafted to one end

of the polymer chain have a similar PP backbone structure.

Scheme 1 shows the chemical structure of the usedM-PP. Iron(0)

pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5, 99%) was commercially obtained from

Sigma Aldrich. Solvent xylene (laboratory grade, r ¼ 0.87 g

cm�3) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. All chemicals are

used as-received without any further treatment.
2.2. Preparation of polymer nanocomposites

The typical procedures for fabricating M-PP–PP blends and

PNCs are as follows. Firstly, PP (20.0 g) and M-PP (0.5 g) were

initially dissolved in xylene (207 mL) and refluxed at�140 �C for

2 h. Then Fe(CO)5 (17.48 g) was injected into the mixture solu-

tion to obtain a calculated iron weight ratio of 20 wt%. The

mixture solution turned from transparent to yellow immediately

after the addition of Fe(CO)5 and then gradually changed to

black during the refluxing process for additional 3 h. The PNC

solution was then cooled down to around 90 �C and then poured

onto a large glass plate to allow the solvent evaporation over-

night. The powder-like products were collected and dried in a

vacuum oven at room temperature overnight. M-PP–PP blends

were prepared following the same procedures without adding

Fe(CO)5. The PNCs without M-PP were also prepared for

comparison.

The desired samples were fabricated from the as-prepared

powders using a hot press (Carver 3853-0, USA). Briefly, the

powders were compressed in a cylinder-shaped mold under the
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938 | 15929
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pressure of 10 MPa and heated to 180 �C at a heating rate of

20 �C min�1. The compressed composites were held at 180 �C for

20 min and then cooled to ambient temperature in the mold while

maintaining the pressure unchanged. For melt rheology testing,

the sample was machined into a pellet shape with a diameter of

25 mm and a thickness of 2–3 mm.
Fig. 1 (a) PP, (b) LM-PP, (c) HM-PP, (d) NPs–PP, (e) NPs(LM-PP)–PP

and (f) NPs(HM-PP)–PP.
2.3. Characterization

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis on the pellet-

shaped samples was carried out with a Bruker AXS D8 Discover

diffractometer with a general area detector diffraction system

(GADDS) operating with a Cu-Ka radiation source filtered with

a graphite monochromator (l ¼ 1.5406 �A). The detector used

was a HISTAR two-dimensional multi-wire area detector. The

samples were mounted on a quarter-circle Eulerian cradle

(Huber) on an XYZ stage. The X-ray beam was generated at

40 kV and 40 mA power and was collimated to about an 800 mm

spot size on the sample. The incident u angle was 5�. A laser/

video system was used to ensure the alignment of the sample

position on the instrument center. XRD scans were recorded

from 10 to 30� for 2q with a 0.05� step-width and a 60 s counting

time for each step.

The particle distribution in the PP matrix was examined using

a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The samples were

stained in RuO4 vapor to harden the surface and microtomed

into a film with a thickness of �100 nm, which was observed in a

JEOL 2010 TEM at a working voltage of 200 kV. Images were

recorded with a Gatan Orius SC 1000 CCD camera. In order to

obtain more a accurate particle size, magnifications were cali-

brated using a commercial cross-line grating replica and SiC

lattice images.43

The M€ossbauer spectrometer was set to produce a high

precision Doppler velocity modulation of the source g radiation.

The effects of the Doppler velocity modulation on the absorption

of g radiation were recorded synchronously in the 1024 channels

of the multichannel analyzer. The result was 1024 numbers

representing registered gamma quanta (representing a singular

quantum) passing through the absorber under the conditions of

different Doppler velocity. A separate calibration procedure

establishes the exact correspondence channel-velocity (the spec-

trometer calibration is performed by measuring a standard a-Fe

absorber, which produces a well known six-line spectrum. The

whole velocity range is calibrated using these six velocity points.

Naturally, any shifts in the spectra using this calibration are

reported with respect to the zero point of a-Fe spectrum). The

shape of the absorption spectrum was fitted to a theoretical

model line shape, which was a superposition of singlets, doublets

and sextets (57Fe case) of a Lorentzian form. This was done with

the aid of specialized computer programs. The result was inves-

tigated by chi 2 criterion and the theoretical line shape is tailored

to fit the experimental spectrum by adjustment of the spectral

parameters like isomer shift, quadrupole splitting, hyperfine

magnetic field, etc.

The rheological behavior of pure PP, M-PP–PP blend and

their corresponding PNC melts was studied using an AR 2000ex

Rheometer (TA Instruments). An ETC steel parallel-plate

geometry (25 mm in diameter) was used to perform the

measurement at 200 �C, with dynamic oscillation frequency
15930 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938
sweeping from 100 to 0.1 Hz in the linear viscoelastic range (LVR

with a used strain: 1%) under nitrogen atmosphere.

The thermal degradation of pure PP, M-PP–PP blends and

their PNCs was studied using a thermo-gravimetric analysis

(TGA, TA instruments Q-500) from 25 to 600 �C in air and

nitrogen atmosphere, respectively, with a flow rate of 60 mL

min�1 and a heating rate of 10 �C min�1. Differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC, TA Instruments Q2000) measurements were

carried out under a nitrogen flow rate of approximately 100 mL

min�1 at a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 from 0 to 250 �C.
The magnetic property measurements of the PNCs were

carried out in a 9 T physical properties measurement system

(PPMS) by Quantum Design at room temperature.

The volume resistivity was determined by measuring the DC

resistance on a disk-shaped sample (diameter, 25 mm; thickness,

�1.0 mm). An Agilent 4339B high resistance meter equipped

with a resistivity cell (Agilent, 16008B) was used to measure the

volume resistivity of each sample after inputting the thickness.

This equipment allows a resistivity measurement up to 1016 U.

The source voltage was set at 0.1 V for all the samples. The

reported values represent the mean value of eight measurements

with a deviation less than 10%.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystalline phase and microstructures of the

nanocomposites

The crystallinity of the pure PP, LM-PP, HM-PP and the cor-

responding PNCs is investigated using X-ray diffraction, Fig. 1.

Despite the simplicity of its chemical component, PP shows

remarkable complexity of crystal structures (phases), which

include a, b, and g phases. Each of the a, b, and g crystalline

forms has its own distinctive peaks in the XRD patterns. In a

typical XRD pattern of the a phase PP, the intensity of the first

peak (110) is always stronger than that of the second peak

(040).44 However, it is not true for the samples containing g

phase. All samples are characterized by a second peak (040)

stronger than that of the first one (110), which is not surprising

considering the same location of the strong peak in the g phase.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Because of the high diffraction similarity between a and g phases

in the region of 13–17�, the g phase is usually determined from

the peak at 2q¼ 20.1� (117), and the a phase is identified from the

peak 2q ¼ 18.5� (120).45 The other peaks at 2q ¼ 14.1, 16.9, 21.2,

21.9 and 25.4� correspond to the 110, 040, 131, 041 and 060

crystalline planes of a-PP, respectively.45 All curves show a

similar XRD pattern except for the LM-PP, which exhibits an

amorphous nature due to the low molecular weight. Similar

peaks were observed from PP and HM-PP that both curves

present a combination of a and g crystal phases. The only

difference between these two curves comes from the relative

intensity of the peaks at 21.2� (131) and 21.9� (041), both peaks

come from the a-PP. The PP gives a higher (131) peak intensity

than that of (041), while the HM-PP shows an equal intensity of

these two peaks. It is interesting to observe that the peak intensity

of (041) exceeds the (131) peak intensity in the PNCs especially

those with LM-PP and HM-PP, while the other peaks kept the

same characteristics as compared to PP. This phase behavior is

related to the formed NPs in the PNCs and the LM-PP (HM-PP)

promotes this change with regard to these two crystal phases as

evidenced by the higher intensity of the (041) peak in the PNCs.

The nanoparticle dispersion and identification are character-

ized by TEM observations and M€ossbauer spectra, Fig. 2 and 3,

respectively. The in-situ formed NPs have size 10–15 nm and
Fig. 2 TEM images of (a) NPs–PP, (b) NPs(LM-PP)–PP and (c) NPs(HM-PP

particle size distribution of (a–c), respectively.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
appear in the form of fractal aggregates, which are observed to

form an interconnected network structure, Fig. 2(a–c). After

introducing LM-PP and HM-PP, the crystalline structure of the

NPs is improved as evidenced by the clear selected area electron

diffraction (SAED) rings, Fig. 2(d–f).46 The size distribution and

the average diameter of the NPs are compared, Fig. 2(g–i). The

NPs synthesized with the addition of M-PP tend to become

smaller than the NPs (15.9 � 2.2 nm) prepared in the presence of

the regular PP. Furthermore, the molecular weight of M-PP was

observed to have a significant impact on the particle size.

Specifically, 10.6 � 1.3 nm is observed in the NPs synthesized

with the addition of LM-PP (Mn z 800) and the NPs become

relatively larger (14.6 � 2.7 nm) with the addition of HM-PP

(Mn z 8000). Previous studies reveal that a small mass ratio of

bulk chains/grafted chains should cause widening of the region

where the grafted polymers are stretched and completely

wetted,47,48 in which the HM-PP should be able to acquire a

higher grafting density. However, this work is different from

previous studies, which were based on the homogeneous poly-

mers. First of all, MAH functional groups have been grafted to

the head of M-PP, Scheme 1, which allow them to be strongly

bonded to the nanoparticle surface and leave the PP tails behind.

Therefore, the mass ratio dependent wetting/dewetting behavior

is less effective in the current study. The steric hindrance does not
)–PP. (d–f) and (g–i) corresponding to the electron diffraction pattern and

J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938 | 15931
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Fig. 3 M€ossbauer spectrum of (a) NPs(LM-PP)–PP, (b) enlarged

spectrum of NPs(LM-PP)–PP from �2 to 2 mm s�1 and (c) NPs(HM-

PP)–PP.

Scheme 2 (a) Schematic grafting of LM-PP and HM-PP on the nano-

particle surface with high packing density of LM-PP and low packing

density of HM-PP, and (b) Schematic illustration of the synthesized NPs

embedded in LM-PP–PP, PP and HM-PP–PP (from left to right) as well

as the oxygen penetration behavior into these PNCs (the drawing is not

scaled).
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arise from the interaction between the bulk PP chain and the M-

PP grafted NPs. On the contrary, it is from the size of the PP

tails, Scheme 2. The larger the molecular weight of the M-PP, the

larger the size of the PP tail will be. Therefore, higher packing

density of LM-PP on the nanoparticle surface is expected due to

the short polymer chain (Mn z 800) and less steric hindrance.49

The nuclei diffusion would be significantly limited with the

corona LM-PP chain bonding on the particle surface and thus a

smaller size of the NPs was observed in the HM-PP grafted NPs

as compared to LM-PP grafted NPs.
15932 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938
The room-temperature M€ossbauer spectra of NPs(LM-PP)–

PP PNCs show a combination of one paramagnetic doublet in

the center and one magnetically split sextet pattern, Fig. 3(a and

b). The fitting results show the main component at isomer shift

(IS) ¼ 0 mm s�1 and the corresponding HI ¼ 330 kOe, which

represents a spectral contribution of 67% metallic iron in the

magnetically ordered state. Fig. 3(b) depicts the secondary

component (33%) with IS ¼ 0.35 mm s�1, quadrupole splitting

(QS) ¼ 0.91 mm s�1, which is Fe3+ in a paramagnetic state in the

distorted oxygen octahedral site. The paramagnetic doublet

observed in the center of the M€ossbauer spectrum corresponds

to the superparamagnetic behavior of Fe2O3 at room tempera-

ture.50 The M€ossbauer spectrum of NPs(HM-PP)–PP PNCs,

Fig. 3(c), shows two paramagnetic doublet patterns consisting

of a major component of Fe3+ (96%) with IS ¼ 0.34 mm s�1, QS

¼ 0.90 mm s�1, and Fe2+ (4%) as the secondary component with

IS ¼ 0.83 mm s�1, QS ¼ 1.72 mm s�1. This observation indicates

that iron was completely oxidized in the case of HM-PP stabi-

lized PNCs. A similar doublet pattern consisting of 95% Fe2O3

and 5% a-Fe was observed in the NPs–PP PNCs.40 These

comparison investigations demonstrate that the molecular

weight of the M-PP plays a significant role in determining the

chemical composition of the synthesized NPs. Scheme 2(a)

shows the grafting of LM-PP and HM-PP on the nanoparticle

surface, the MAH functional groups have been covalently

bonded to the NP surface leaving the PP tails behind along the

radial direction of the NPs. The larger PP tail of HM-PP

introduces significant steric hindrance on the nanoparticle

surface and thus a lower packing density would be expected,

which leaves more free volume at the PP–NPs interface facili-

tating the oxygen penetration. The oxygen penetration behavior

in different PNCs and their corresponding effect on the oxida-

tion degree of the NPs are illustrated in Scheme 2(b). With a

compact LM-PP grafting layer, less uncovered area of the NPs

is exhibited at the interfacial area and thus the NPs would be

better protected from oxidation which is consistent with the

observed less fraction of iron oxide in the NPs revealed by the

M€ossbauer spectrum, Fig. 3.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Table 1 DSC characteristics of the measured samplesa

Composition Tm (�C)
DHm

(J g�1) Tc (
�C)

DHc

(J g�1) Xc (%)

Pure PP 149.2 90.4 119.5 88.6 43.3
LM-PP — — — — —
HM-PP 136.8 88.9 104.1 91.4 42.5
LM-PP–PP 144.8 90.0 102.7 83.5 44.1
HM-PP–PP 149.5 91.2 118.4 84.6 43.6
NPs–PP 150.8 71.9 102.3 70.4 44.4
NPs(LM-PP)–PP 146.6 79.2 103.6 73.2 50.8
NPs(HM-PP)–PP 145.1 54.3 104.4 51.4 33.3

a The weight fraction of the LM-PP, HM-PP and NPs is excluded to
calculate the Xc of PP. For the HM-PP and NPs(HM-PP)–PP, the
contribution of the enthalpy from HM-PP is subtracted according to
the actual weight fraction.
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3.2. Melt rheology

Fig. 4 shows the complex viscosity (h*) of the melts of pure PP,

M-PP–PP blends and their corresponding PNCs with different

compositions at 200 �C. Both pure PP andM-PP–PP blends with

a constant h* at lower frequency indicate a Newtonian-type flow.

The h* decreases with increasing the frequency, indicating the

presence of the shear thinning behavior.27,40,51 The HM-PP–PP

blend melts exhibit a relatively higher h* value than the LM-PP–

PP and HM-PP melt samples within the whole frequency range

from 0.1 to 100 Hz. The observed slightly larger h* of the HM-

PP–PP blends than that of pure PP is due to the strong polymer

chain entanglement between pure PP and HM-PP.52,53 The HM-

PP is able to entangle with the PP chains due to the same

backbone structure with extended length. This entanglement

would definitely introduce internal friction between HM-PP and

PP chains during oscillation,52 which therefore results in an

enhanced h*. For LM-PP–PP blends, the polymer chain entan-

glement between LM-PP and PP chains is less effective due to the

short polymer chain length of LM-PP and thus a similar h* is

observed as compared to that of pure PP.

The h* is observed to increase by orders of magnitude after

incorporating the NPs, which is due to the significant increase of

the storage modulus G0 and loss modulus G0 0 (h* ¼ h0 � ih0 0,
where h0 ¼ G0 0/u, h0 0 ¼ G0/u, u is the angular frequency, Hz)54

arising from the local confinement of the NPs on the polymer

chains.27 The PNCs without M-PP exhibit significantly larger h*

than that of the PNCs with M-PP, especially at low frequencies.

For example, the h* value of the NPs–PP is about 6 times larger

than that of NPs(LM-PP)–PP and NPs(HM-PP)–PP PNCs at

0.1 Hz. The LM-PP and HM-PP are favorably bonded to the

NPs due to the reactive MAH group and are pre-melted before

the melting of PP matrix, Table 1. Meanwhile, the less viscous

LM-PP–HM-PP layer serves as a lubricant layer and prevents

strong interaction between NPs and PP chains. For NPs–PP, the

NPs–PP interfacial interaction still exists at high temperature due

to the strong affinity between the NPs and PP chains,40,55 which

well explains the significantly reduced h* in the NPs(LM-PP)–PP
Fig. 4 Complex viscosity of pure PP, M-PP–PP blend and PNCmelts at

200 �C. The PP and LM-PP curves are nearly overlapped.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
and NPs(HM-PP)–PP PNCs. Most importantly, the viscosity is a

critical parameter in polymer processing. High viscosity makes

the processing and manufacturing a big challenge or even

impossible. Therefore, the small amount of M-PP in the PNCs

greatly facilitates the processing of PNCs. A more intense shear

thinning phenomenon was observed in the PNC melts even at

low frequency. The almost linear viscosity curve within the whole

frequency range indicates filler-dominated fluid behavior in the

PNCmelts with a relatively high particle loading. In addition, the

linear increase of h* with decreasing shear frequency of the PNC

melts at low frequency indicates the presence of a yield stress.

This yield phenomenon was observed in the phase-separated

multicomponent polymer blends due to the formation of a

network structure from the dispersed blend components, which

was originally proposed by M€unstedt56 from the rheological

studies of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) resins with

varying butadiene contents, and later on Utracki and Sammut

also observed this yielding phenomenon in polystyrene–poly-

ethylene57 and polycarbonate–polyethylene58 blends. More

recently, the yield phenomenon has been observed in organo-

clay–Nylon 6 (ref. 59) and layered silicate–polylactide PNCs.60

The rheological network structure of the NPs in PP has been

constructed at a loading of 3.4 wt% (ref. 40) (the loading of 20 wt

% in the current PNCs is far beyond percolation and thus the

network structure has formed), which well explains the observed

yield phenomenon in the PNCs.

Fig. 5 shows the storage modulus (G0), loss modulus (G0 0) and
tan d as a function of frequency for the melts at 200 �C. G0

increases significantly with the addition of NPs, Fig. 5(a). Large

enhancement of the G0 with orders of magnitude is observed at

lower frequencies, indicating that the large-scale polymer chain

relaxation in the PNCs is dramatically restrained by the presence

of the NPs.40

The G0 curve of the PNC melts approaches a ‘‘plateau’’ at low

frequencies, which suggests an interconnected structure of the

nanofillers or a strong interaction between the filler and poly-

mer.61 This result is in good agreement with the observation of h*

at low frequency and a similar low frequency response was also

observed in the montmorillonite–poly(3-caprolactone) and

montmorillonite–nylon-6 PNCs62 and carbon nanotube–poly-

(methyl methacrylate) PNCs.63 It is worth noting that the

NPs(HM-PP)–PP PNC melts show the G0 value an order of
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938 | 15933
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Fig. 5 (a) Storage modulus (G0), (b) loss modulus (G0 0) and (c) tan d of

pure PP, M-PP–PP blend and PNC melts at 200 �C.

Fig. 6 TGA curves of pure LM-PP and HM-PP in air and nitrogen.
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magnitude higher than that of NPs(LM-PP)–PP PNCs at a

frequency of 0.1 Hz. With the MAH functional group covalently

bonded to the nanoparticle surface, the long backbone PP chain

of the HM-PP provides the advantage of chain–chain entangle-

ment between HM-PP and PP chains. Thus, strong interactions

of the two phase materials are obtained and the PNCs exhibit

more obvious viscoelastic behavior as evidenced by the larger G0.
On the contrary, the LM-PP can not entangle with the PP chains

efficiently owing to its short backbone PP chain length and

thus only slight enhancement of G0 was observed in the
15934 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938
NPs(LM-PP)–PP PNC melts than that of the NPs–PP PNC,

Fig. 5(a). Similar curves of the G0 0 with increasing frequency are

observed, Fig. 5(b).

The tan d is the ratio of G00 and G0, which is used to charac-

terize the damping behavior of the PNCs. It is obvious that the

tan d decreases and the corresponding curves become flatter with

incorporation of NPs in PNCs, Fig. 5(c). The mechanical loss,

which arises form the discordance between strain and stress in the

polymer exposed to an external force, is strongly related to the

applied frequency. The tan d of pure PP and M-PP–PP blend

melts decreases monotonously, while a broad peak is observed in

all PNC samples. The higher tan d of pure PP than that of the

PNCs is due to the full relaxation of the PP chains, which makes

the interchain motion more difficult and thus more interchain

friction heat is generated during oscillation. After incorporating

the NPs, the polymer chain relaxation and relative motion have

been greatly restrained by the presence of the NPs and the PNCs

are ‘‘stiffer’’. Therefore, less internal chain–chain friction heat is

produced upon applying the same oscillation frequency.

Comparing the PNCs with/without M-PP, the tan d peak of

NPs(HM-PP)–PP shifts to higher frequency due to the greater

restrictions. Similar phenomena have been observed in the

carbon nanofiber–PP PNCs.64
3.3. Thermal stability and polymer phase microstructure of the

nanocomposites

Fig. 6 shows the thermal decomposition curves of pure LM-PP

and HM-PP from room temperature to 600 �C under air and

nitrogen atmosphere, respectively. Both LM-PP and HM-PP

decompose at higher temperature in nitrogen than in air atmo-

sphere due to the larger activation energy of random scission

from thermal degradation than that of oxidative degradation,

which is consistent with the observation in poly(methyl meth-

acrylate).65 However, it is interesting to observe that HM-PP

degrades surprisingly faster than LM-PP in air. With only one

MAH group on each PP chain for both LM-PP and HM-PP, the

MAH density is much higher in LM-PP which generates a larger

number of intermolecular hydrogen bonding that delays the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 8 DSC cooling (first cycle) and heating (second cycle) curves of

LM-PP and HM-PP.
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oxidative degradation of LM-PP. In nitrogen, thermal degra-

dation becomes the only decomposition mechanism, and larger

degradation temperature is observed from HM-PP due to the

higher molecular weight. Fig. 7(a and b) show the degradation

curves of pure PP, M-PP–PP blends and PNCs following the

same heating procedures in air and nitrogen, respectively. In

Fig. 7(a), pure PP shows the thermal decomposition temperature

(Td, recorded at 20% weight loss) at 270.6 �C in air, and the PP

blends with LM-PP and HM-PP are observed to possess higher

thermal stability, which reflects an increased Td by 11.7 and

18.3 �C, respectively. After introducing 20 wt%NPs by the in-situ

thermal decomposition method, the enhancement of the degra-

dation temperature for the PNCs is much larger. The NPs–PP

PNCs obtain the highest Td of 388.2
�C, which is 117.6 �C higher

than that of pure PP (270.6 �C). The NPs(LM-PP)–PP PNCs and

NPs(HM-PP)–PP PNCs show their Td at 378.6 and 332.6 �C,
respectively. In order to disclose the nature of the NPs especially

with a metal core in the decomposition of PP, the samples were

also tested in a nitrogen flow condition. However, only slight

thermal stability improvement is observed, Fig. 7(b), which is

due to the strong particle–polymer interfacial interaction and is

also observed in other polymer nanocomposite systems.9,40,66 The

tremendous thermal stability improvement of around 117.6 �C as

compared to pure PP is due to the presence of the NPs, especially

with a metal core, as evidenced by M€ossbauer spectra, Fig. 3.

Iron acts as an oxygen trap and thus reduces the oxidation effect

of oxygen on the PP molecular chains. The relatively poor

thermal stability of NPs(HM-PP)–PP below 350 �C in air and

450 �C in nitrogen atmosphere is due to the poor interfacial

compatibility between the HM-PP grafted NPs and PP matrix.

Though a lot of nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes67,68 and

nanoclays69,70 have been used to improve the thermal stability of

the polymers, still only limited enhancement (less than 50 �C) was
observed in most of the reported observations. The unexpected

high thermal stability in air of the PNCs synthesized from this

in-situ method may provide some guidance to rational design

oxygen trapping materials.

To remove the heat history effects induced by the prior hot

press on the thermal properties, the DSC curves, Fig. 8 and 9, are

recorded on the first cooling and second heating process. The
Fig. 7 TGA curves of pure PP, M-PP–PP ble

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
LM-PP and HM-PP show completely different DSC curves,

Fig. 8. HM-PP exhibits strong melting and crystalline peaks

during the heating and cooling process, respectively. However,

no such peaks observed in LM-PP indicate its amorphous

structure. These results are consistent with the concept that long

chain PP molecules are preferred to be oriented and aligned,

which enhances nucleation and causes crystal growth.71 In Fig. 9,

all samples show a melting peak at around 150 �C. However, the

crystalline peaks appear at different temperatures and the addi-

tion of LM-PP significantly shifts the peak to a lower tempera-

ture. The major peak of PP is maintained at 118 �C for HM-PP–

PP blend and meanwhile a weak peak at �106 �C shows up on

the left shoulder of the major peak, which is from the crystalli-

zation of HM-PP. The lowered Tc for the PNCs, Fig. 9(d–f), is

attributed to the strong interaction between the NPs and the

polymer, which greatly restricts the segmental motion of the

polymer chains and inhibits the patterning of the polymer chains

to specific crystal structures.

Table 1 lists the DSC characteristics of the pure PP, LM-PP–

PP, HM-PP–PP and their corresponding PNCs. The crystalline
nds, and PNCs in (a) air and (b) nitrogen.

J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938 | 15935
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Fig. 9 DSC cooling (first cycle) and heating (second cycle) curves of (a)

pure PP, (b) LM-PP–PP, (c) HM-PP–PP, (d) NPs–PP, (e) NPs(LM-PP)–

PP and (f) NPs(HM-PP)–PP.

Fig. 10 Hysteresis loops of the NPs–PP, NPs(M-PP)–PP PNCs at room

temperature. The inset shows enlarged hysteresis loops at low magnetic

field to determine coercivity.
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fraction (Xc) of PP within the blends or PNCs is calculated from

eqn (1):

Xc ¼ DH

209fP
(1)

where DH is the enthalpy of fusion (J g�1), 209 is the fusion

enthalpy for a theoretically 100% crystalline PP.72 And fp is the

weight fraction of PP excluding the weight of the NPs andM-PP.

To calculate the crystallinity of PP for samples containing HM-

PP, the contribution of the enthalpy of fusion from HM-PP is

subtracted. The crystallinities of PP in M-PP–PP blends (LM-

PP–PP: 44.1%, HM-PP–PP: 43.6%) are slightly higher than that

of pure PP (43.3%), which arises from the heterogeneous nucle-

ation effect of the M-PP molecules for initializing and acceler-

ating the crystallization of the PP matrix.73 For the PNCs, owing

to the difference in conversion from Fe(CO)5 to iron NPs and the

consequent oxidation degree, the nanoparticle fraction in the

PNCs is calculated from the TGA and M€ossbauer spectra

results. First, the residue of the PNCs decomposed in air is

obtained, which is 22.9, 23.8 and 25.0 wt% for NPs–PP,

NPs(LM-PP)–PP and NPs(HM-PP)–PP (the final residue is

Fe2O3), respectively; second, the Fe2O3% is converted to Fe%,

which is 16.0, 16.6 and 17.5 wt%; finally, the actual weight

loading of the NPs in each composition is calculated according to

the different fractions of Fe, FeO and Fe2O3 species (from

M€ossbauer analysis) and 22.5, 23.6 and 20.0% is obtained for

NPs–PP, NPs(LM-PP)–PP and NPs(HM-PP)–PP. Then the

fraction of M-PP–PP in each composition is obtained for 77.5,

76.4 and 80.0 wt%, and also the fraction of M-PP (the weight

ratio of M-PP : PP is fixed at 0.5 : 20) in NPs(LM-PP)–PP and

NPs(HM-PP)–PP can be calculated as 1.86 and 1.95 wt%,

respectively. The NPs(LM-PP)–PP exhibits an enhanced Xc by

7.5% as compared to pure PP, while NPs(HM-PP)–PP shows a

dramatic decrease in Xc by 10.0%. The higher Xc of the NPs(LM-

PP)–PP is arising from the more efficient crystalline behavior

with the aid of the stabilized NPs. However, the lower Xc of the

NPs(HM-PP)–PP is attributed to the fact that the long HM-PP

polymer chains on the NPs surface are able to disturb the

continuity of the polymer matrix and thus introduce more grain
15936 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 15928–15938
boundaries as well as defects. Similar observations were reported

previously in calcium carbonate–PP PNCs.25 Recently, Rong

et al. have shown that different polymers (styrene, methyl

methacrylate, butyl acrylate, et al.) grafted SiO2 NPs do not have

a significant effect on the crystallinity of PP in composites,74

implying that the M-PP would significantly affect the crystalline

behavior of PP and also this behavior is molecular weight

dependent.
3.4. Magnetic and electrical properties

Fig. 10 shows the room temperature magnetic hysteresis loops of

PP PNCs with and without M-PP. The magnetization of the

PNCs without M-PP is 6.1 emu g�1 at a magnetic field of 20 000

Oe (NPs loading is 20 wt%). PNCs at the same particle loading

containing LM-PP are observed to obtain significantly larger

magnetization of 19.6 emu g�1, which is primarily due to the less

oxidation of the NPs by a protective LM-PP layer covalently

bonded to the NP surface. However, the PNCs containing HM-

PP exhibit the lowest magnetization (saturated at low field) of 1.1

emu g�1 due to the almost complete oxidation of the NPs as

evidenced by the M€ossbauer spectra analysis, Fig. 3(c). The

saturated magnetization of each composite is highly consistent

with the results obtained from M€ossbauer spectra analysis. The

less oxidation of the NPs, the stronger magnetization of the

composites since pure iron exhibits much higher saturated

magnetization (�222 emu g�1)75,76 than that of iron oxides (a-

Fe2O3: �1.2 emu g�1,77 g-Fe2O3: �64.0 emu g�1 (ref. 78)). It is

obvious that the hysteresis curves for the NPs–PP and NPs(LM-

PP)–PP PNCs are not saturated even at the field of 20 000 Oe.

The saturation magnetization (Ms) can be determined by the

extrapolated saturation magnetization obtained from the inter-

cept of magnetization vs. H�1 at high field.14 TheMs for NPs–PP

and NPs(LM-PP)–PP PNCs are calculated to be 7.4 and 20.8

emu g�1, respectively. The coercivity (Hc, the external applied

magnetic field necessary to return the material to a zero

magnetization condition) is less than 200 Oe for all three PNCs,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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demonstrating soft ferromagnetic behavior. With the addition of

LM-PP in the PNCs, the Hc is decreased from 41.9 to 19.6 Oe,

indicating that the NPs(LM-PP)–PP PNCs are magnetically

softer than NPs–PP PNCs. Moreover, the Hc approaches zero

after introducing HM-PP in the PNCs, inset of Fig. 10. Very

small remnant magnetization (Mr, the residue magnetization

after the applied field is reduced to zero) is observed in each

sample, which is 0.3 and 0.7 emu g�1 for NPs–PP and NPs(LM-

PP)–PP, respectively. The molecular weight of M-PP plays a

significant role in protecting the NPs from oxidation and thus the

final physiochemical performance of the PNCs. Especially,

LM-PP can be used as a surfactant to effectively protect the

in-situ produced NPs from oxidation, together with superior

compatibility with the PP matrix, these organic–inorganic

hybrids are of great potential to be successfully applied in various

applications such as electronics and magnetic fluids.5,79,80

The electrical resistivity (r) of the PNCs with and without M-

PP is shown in Fig. 11. The PNCs without M-PP exhibit a r of

�107 U cm, 6 orders of magnitude lower than the pure PP.40 By

introducing LM-PP, the r decreased further by two orders of

magnitude (�105 U cm) due to the conductive NPs with less

fraction of iron oxide. However, significantly larger r of about

1013 U cm is observed in the NPs(HM-PP)–PP PNCs due to the

complete oxidation of the NPs. These observations are consistent

with the M€ossbauer spectra and magnetic property of the PNCs.

Excluding the percolation effect since the same nanoparticle

loading and similar nanoparticle size in these PNCs, the electron

hopping between single NPs within these aggregates is much

easier with a thinner oxide shell and thus resistivity is signifi-

cantly reduced. For the completely oxidized NPs, more electrons

are localized which results in larger resistivity.

4. Conclusion

The roles of maleic functionalized PP (M-PP) on the magnetic

polypropylene nanocomposites prepared using an in-situ thermal

decomposition method were studied. The molecular weights of

M-PP were found to play a radical role in the physicochemical

properties of the M-PP–PP blends and PNCs. The nanoparticle

size was significantly influenced by an even introduction of a

small amount of M-PP. A significantly decreased complex

viscosity was observed after introducingM-PP, which is critically
Fig. 11 Resistivity of (a) NPs–PP, (b) NPs(LM-PP)–PP, and (c)

NPs(HM-PP)–PP.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
important for the processing and manufacturing of PNCs.

M€ossbauer spectrum analysis revealed that the low molecular M-

PP (LM-PP) enhanced the saturated magnetization of the PNCs

indicating that the NPs are well protected from oxidation by the

LM-PP shell and less affected by the surface oxidation effects.

However, high molecular weight M-PP brought an almost

complete oxidation of the nanoparticles and thus decreased

magnetization and conductivity of the PNCs were observed.

Thermal degradation results revealed a surprisingly high

enhancement of the thermal stability by 117.6 �C in air due to the

oxygen trapping effect of the NPs and the polymer–particle

interaction. Both LM-PP and HM-PP promoted the crystalli-

zation of PP in the M-PP–PP blends. While in the PNCs, LM-PP

increased the crystallinity of PP by 7.5% and HM-PP decreased

the crystallinity of PP by 10.0% as compared to that of pure PP.

The resistivity of the PNCs is consistent with the oxidation

degree of the NPs that higher oxidation degree brought higher

resistivity of the PNCs.
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